We have been developing the CAD scheme for head and abdominal injuries for emergency medical care. In this work, we have developed an automated method to detect typical head injuries, rupture or strokes of brain. Extradural and subdural hematoma region were detected by comparing technique after the brain areas were registered using warping. We employ 5 normal and 15 stroke cases to estimate the performance after creating the brain model with 50 normal cases. Some of the hematoma regions were detected correctly in all of the stroke cases with no false positive findings on normal cases.
INTRODUCTION
The presence of specialists cannot be always expected in emergency room (ER). Head and abdominal injuries will be a cause of death in traffic accidents or disasters. Highly qualified staffs for emergency care will help casualties in fatal situations, but physicians in general hospitals may oversight important findings, which ER staffs should interpret. The ER staff often recognize hematoma region in brain using computed tomography (CT) images because of the limitation of treating time. A specific computer-aided detection (CAD) system will be of assistance to unaccustomed physicians to provide ER cares. We have been developing the CAD scheme for head and abdominal injuries. In this work, we have developed an automated method to detect hematoma regions in brain by comparing patients' scans with a CT brain model. Many researchers have been reporting brain models of MR and PET images to recognize the brain function using statistical parametric mapping (SPM) [1] [2] [3] [4] , however, there are no reports for statistical models for X-rays absorption of brain morphology using CT scans. In this work, we have assembled a CT brain model based on CT Hounsfield units (HU) to compare patients CT scans, and we apply the comparison technique to detect hematoma regions, typical morphological changes in ER images in brain, as an initial approach to utilize the brain CT model.
METHODS

CT brain model
Extraction approach for brain regions are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Skull regions are extracted from original CT images ( Fig.2  (a) ) using an thresholding technique at 84HU slice by slice. Fig. 2(b) shows the extracted result of Fig. 2(a) . The midlines in brain are determined by using the extracted bone boundaries. using the results of the shape analysis of skull boundaries. The straight line in Fig. 2(d) shows the determined midlines after the two characteristic points on the skull surface. These procedures are iterated from the parietal to a bottom slice including hypophysial fossa with pituitary gland. The bottom slice was employed to determine the standard plane every cases to construct the brain model. In the brain region in this scan, the brain area is normalized into 350x400 pixels. The brain CT model from various cases is constructed to summarize these scans into one volume data. The brain CT model includes two features of mean and standard deviation values in a position of (x, y, z). The mean (M) and the standard deviation (SD) are calculated at every position of (x, y, z), so that the M and the SD are defined as two functions of M(x, y, z) and SD(x, y, z). Fig. 3 shows the example of M(x, y, z) and SD(x, y, z). Fig. 3(a) shows a single scan of the M(x, y, z). Corpus callosum and lateral ventricle are illustrated in this scan. The highlighted area in fig. 3(b) indicates miss-registration region because of the boundary changes of each brain surface.
Scoring patients' scans using brain model
Patients' cases are also deformed using the same procedure to construct the brain CT model. The CT values, P(x, y, z) in the deformed images in 3D space are normalized using the M(x, y, z) and SD(x, y, z) in corresponding positions of (x, y, z).
Score(x, y, z) = {P(x, y, z) -M(x, y, z)} / SD(x, y, z)
The equation (1) shows the normalized values Score(x, y, z) of the patient in the model space.
RESULTS
Fifty-three normal and 15 abnormal CT cases were collected from a critical care medical center. Fifty cases out of 53 normal cases were employed to construct the brain CT model. A radiogolist in ER confirmed normal cases. Abnormal cases include subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), epidural hematoma, subdural hematoma, and cerebral contusion. Fourteen out of 15 abnormal cases have some irregular regions with high score of Score(x, y, z). One out of 15 abnormal case did not include those high score areas. Fig. 4 shows various example of Score(x, y, z) images at a scan from 3D volume. Hematoma regions corresponding to each disease (Fig. 4(a) -(d)) were highlighted because of the measurement results of Score(x, y, z). On the other hand, the normal case in Fig. 4 (e) shows a surface in Score(x, y, z) image, although the boundary has high scores because of the miss-registration in the brain CT model.
CONCLUSIONS
We employ 53 normal and 15 abnormal cases to estimate the performance after creating the brain CT model. The comparison patients' cases with the brain CT model indicates appropriate enhancement of hematoma regions. The CT brain model and the scoring approach may be useful to determine the degree of cerebral infarction in ER because the changing of CT value in brain has a relation to the blood flow. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS This research is partly supported by Grand-in-Aid for Scientific Research from the Ministry of Education, Culture, 
